Jitters: A Play

Jitters, David French's sophisticated backstage comedy, opens on the night of a preview of a new play, The Care and
Treatment of Roses. Within minutes, the.Comedy 6m/3f Jitters, David French's backstage comedy, opens on the night of
a preview of a new play, The Care and Treatment of Roses. Within minutes, the.Jitters is regarded by some critics as
French's most commercial play, but it speaks about things which concerned him. Not simply a back-stage.Theatre
review: Jitters is a sometimes amusing look at the pursuit of a Capturing the balance in French's play with exquisite
detail though is.A comedic masterpiece that never got its due, David French's Jitters is getting David French's hilarious
backstage drama Jitters is a comedic.About the Play: Jitters is a full-length comedy by David French. Four actors, a
director, a playwright, and one grand dream of Broadway-bound success. Anything.A laugh-a-minute-comedy and
affectionate look at putting on a play in the wilds of Canada, complete with actors with insecurities, foibles and.Jitters.
has 22 ratings and 4 reviews. Sadie said: I know that plays are better seen than read, but I liked this one on first read. I
can visualize how f.THE STORY: The play begins on the set of The Care and Treatment of Roses, an ambitious work
by a budding young local writer, which is now in final rehearsal.Jitters: A play by David French (Calliope Sound
Productions) on Aug 12, at Erindale Studio Theatre - Information and tickets on Erindale.Jitters, David French's
sophisticated backstage comedy, opens on the night of a preview of a new play, The Care and Treatment of Roses.The
Linkville Playhouse season is coming to an end with the opening of the final play Jitters..Look closely at the set for
Jitters at Soulpepper, and you'll find a small, but French's play which I want to emphasize here, is also downright.Jitters
begins four days before the opening night of a new play, and almost every single character has a lot riding on its success.
Robert (Ryan.Opening night jitters are well-known in theatre circles, as are the various Treatment of Roses, the play
within a play that causes all the 'jitters' in Jitters.The final scene of David French's Jitters takes place the day after
opening night of a new Canadian play. The reviews are in and one of the.Soulpepper's new production of David French's
Jitters does not The funniest of the play's three acts is the first in which French sends up is.Backstage Jitters is filled with
laughs and some heart, too. work by playwright Robert (Mike Ross), the play provides us with the tantrums.It isn't long
into "Jitters" before you wonder how a play ever gets on. David French's backstage comedy, which is having its West
Coast premiere.Washington Jitters (Play, Original) opened in New York City May 2, and played through May The
opening of David French's Leaving Home, on May 16, , was a night fraught with jitters. Not only was it French's first
stage playand a.There is a bit of a feeling of falling down the rabbit hole when you are sent to review the opening night
of a play about the cast and crew of a.Jitters is a timed word game where players draw cards with pre-arranged
crossword puzzles on them. A player starts the timer and then rolls "lettered" dice and.Mom, do you know what's
trending on Instagram today? my year-old daughter asked with a look of dread on her face. No, I said, not having
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checked .Mostly, though, David French's Jitters is a waste of precious theatre time. In the play proper, Jessica Logan is a
Canadian actor who has had.
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